Challenges and opportunities for expanding HIV care and treatment: what can be

“Traditional thinking is all about ‘what is’ – future thinking will also need to be about ‘what can be’”

Edward de Bono

Now well into the third decade of the HIV epidemic, we are entering a new phase in the clinical and public-health responses to the problem. Basic and clinical research has led to identification of the virus, a better understanding of the host response, development of effective treatments, and advances in prevention and care programs. At this time, attention is shifting to questions on how to ensure research and knowledge are appropriately translated into policy and practice and how to optimize programs in individual settings. In resource-limited countries, where the epidemic has taken its greatest toll, the answers to these questions will mean the difference between life and death for millions. This edition of Therapy aims to draw attention to efforts that have led to this new phase, while highlighting potential areas where research and programmatic attention should now be focused.

The area of prevention of mother-to-child transmission (PMTCT) is one example where much progress has been made, but more work is still needed. The article by McIntyre and Martinson reviews some of these successes, but also raises concerns, identifying areas in which further research and implementation are needed [1]. One area is the better understanding of optimal treatment for both mother and child after exposure to single-dose nevirapine for PMTCT and subsequent development of resistance to nevirapine, one of the main components of first-line treatment [2]. Other areas in which further research and efforts are needed include the optimal programmatic approach to ensure PMTCT for all pregnant women and systems to ensure that highly-active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) is used in resource-limited settings for pregnant women who meet clinical criteria for treatment of their own infection. Further areas for future work include developing a better understanding of safety for the uninfected children born to HIV-infected mothers and exposed to HAART, including prematurity and longer-term hematological and immunological consequences, as well as the need for an effective antiretroviral drug that can be reserved solely for PMTCT to preserve treatment options for women and their babies [3–5].

In addition to PMTCT, other areas of prevention are also on the cutting edge of translating research into practice. Male circumcision has recently been shown to be associated with a reduced risk of acquisition of infection for males, although the impact on risk for their sexual partners is still under study [6–8]. However, Rennie reviews the significant challenges that must be overcome to successfully implement circumcision as a public-health HIV prevention strategy [9]. He argues that the overall approach will require the integration of public health and rigorous evaluation in the translation from the clinical trial to practice, a hurdle that faces many of the new advances being brought to the field of HIV prevention, care and treatment. Even after implementation, the overall impact must be monitored to ensure that changes in behavior, such as increased partners or intercourse too soon after circumcision, do not decrease the protection found under research settings.

A different challenge to moving forward in prevention efforts is reviewed by Nuttal et al., who use the example of vaginal microbicide agents to prevent HIV to highlight the challenges of developing a drug that will be predominantly marketed and used in resource-limited settings [10]. Companies find little to encourage them to spend resources on agents where not only are the potential financial rewards limited, given the predominant market in resource-limited settings, but where the licensing and other bureaucracy also put obstacles in the way. The challenges and potential lessons will be important not just for microbicides, but for other drugs needed to treat infections and conditions predominantly seen where financial resources are scarce.

Additional articles highlight some of the existing and future challenges of meeting the WHO goals of treatment for all in need [5,11–15]. To reach this goal, efforts will require the implementation
of effective approaches and the development of new treatments and prevention interventions. Rigorous research that is based in populations most in need will remain an essential component of these efforts, including clinical trials that are conducted in Africa and other resource-limited settings. Hakim and colleagues review the work done in these settings to date, highlighting the challenges of conducting rigorous clinical trials in the context of overwhelming need and ongoing limited care resources [16]. In the face of these potential barriers, they set out a bold and important agenda of questions that need to be answered. Although randomized clinical trials are often regarded as the gold standard in assessing the efficacy and safety of clinical interventions, results from such trials can be difficult to generalize to a nonresearch setting. We should not forget to integrate systems to evaluate the use and effectiveness of treatment strategies based on the results from clinical research into care in the real world [17].

The authors in this special focus concentrate on a number of areas where gaps exist in the effective translation from research into practice, or where the optimal approach has yet to be identified. These articles highlight challenges that are a growing priority as programs expand and mature. These include access, adherence, pediatrics and quality, and highlight the need for expanding the approaches to implementation of care and treatment and increasing research and evaluation to ensure that knowledge of how to treat and prevent is translated into effective and quality care.

Nachega and Mills review the findings from various settings that show that adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) in developing countries can be as good, or better, than is seen in the developed world, despite more challenging circumstances [11]. However, there is no time for complacency as there remains much that is unknown and it will require new efforts in research and implementation to ensure that these successes are maintained. This is of particular urgency to help patients maintain adherence to prevent failure as they face lifelong duration of therapy, an issue of particular importance in light of the limited treatment options currently available in resource-limited settings. Research is needed to develop support to improve or sustain adherence on an individual as well as population level, which may attract people who are not traditionally working in that capacity or that environment to come and work in the healthcare setting. Nachega and Mills also note that the existing challenge relating to the lack of healthcare professionals in many resource-limited settings will also have a potentially negative impact on the capacity to support adherence, highlighting the need for increased attention to creative approaches to expand the human-resource capacity and workforce.

These challenges in human resources, as well as in other elements of care and treatment, pose additional challenges to maintaining the quality of care required for maximum effectiveness and efficiency and are also addressed. With the first hurdle of getting people into ART programs being scaled up, issues relating to the quality of care are integral to the success of the programs. Hirschhorn reviews the current state of knowledge and practice in measuring and improving quality in the light of the rapidly expanding ART and HIV care program in developing countries [13]. She calls for increased work to more rigorously evaluate factors and models associated with the ability to provide and improve quality and outcomes of care.

One urgent area of high priority is the need to integrate HIV and TB treatment in order to tackle these two epidemics and optimize success rates in both TB and HIV treatment programs. This need has been underscored by the growing reports of people who are resistant to multiple or even all drugs used in TB treatment (multidrug-resistant tuberculosis and extensively drug-resistant tuberculosis) in areas where the two epidemics overlap [18]. Wood reviews the barriers that have led to the challenges in managing these two epidemics, including the effect of coinfection on making treatment of either disease more challenging [14]. He identifies successful models and areas where treatment efforts need strengthening and ongoing work. The challenge of responding to their call for earlier access and treatment is reflected in the review of system needs for access written by Bärnighausen [12]. He highlights the importance of reliable estimates of need and people eligible (by whatever criteria) to be treated; and this call joins that of others for well-designed programs to monitor the epidemic and understand its dynamics.

Abrams highlights the achievements in resource-richer countries around prevention and care of pediatric HIV infection, and uses this information to contrast the statistics around transmission and pediatric deaths due to HIV in the regions where resources are scarce but HIV is prevalent [15]. The challenges at this stage are
primarily in translating scientific knowledge into an approach that will be feasible and able to reach a higher number of pregnant women for PMTCT and children in need of HIV care and treatment. Regardless of setting, Abrams also points out that challenges remain in understanding optimal approaches to delivery of pediatric HIV care, including the need for individualized dosing of medications and the complex development marking transition from infancy and childhood into adolescence, as children with HIV survive longer as a result of ART.

In the context of the enormous resources and efforts aimed at expanding ART coverage, there remains a growing challenge in determining the optimal regimens in these resource-limited settings, including presence of two other conditions including TB and pregnancy. Cooke reviews the potential for newer therapeutic approaches given the evidence of treatment-limiting toxicities related to stavudine, currently a component of first-line therapy in many countries, and the opportunities presented by decreasing costs and increasing availability of other less toxic but equally effective potential drugs [5]. New drug classes, while still expensive, will play a critical role in special groups, including pregnant women and patients on TB treatment, as well as providing better options for individuals for whom first-line treatment has failed. Defining optimal ways of managing these patients, choosing regimens, working to decrease costs and evaluating new approaches and regimens for therapeutic success and tolerability are all challenges that need to be met.

The authors who have contributed to this supplement bring a wide range of disciplines and many years of experience in research, practice and public health to bear. The challenges that they present and potential areas for further work that they offer will serve as a valuable road-map for the next steps in policy, public health, research and practice.
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